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Abstract

Widely used for architectural design, CAD systems such as AutoCAD, provide powerful modeling functionalities.
However, they are often too complex for an architect to use, especially during the conceptual design stage involving
primarily sketching of ideas. Also, interactions are typically driven by mouse and keyboard, but these devices can-
not be used as freely as a pencil. For an architect, a tablet PCwith stylus provides an ideal interface. In this paper,
we study sketch-based architectural design and modeling and a prototype system which respects simplicity and
human behavior mode(i.e., “our natural habits of doing things”) is described. Our system provides a seamlessly
integrated design/draw environment with intuitive and focused interaction built in, both in an attempt to provide a
design environment that closely conforms to the architects’ design habits. As a proof of concept, traditional PC is
still used and the stylus is simulated by a mouse, which is responsible for all system operations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computational Geometry and Object Model-
ing]: Modeling packages

1. Introduction

Architecture is the art and science of designing buildings
and structures. The role of the architect, although constantly
evolving, has been central to the design and implementa-
tion of the environments in which we live. Although archi-
tectures, as thinking products of the architects, are almost
exclusively 3D entities, their initial conception has always
come from the architects’ drawing papers, typically through
the use of freehand sketches by a pencil; the 2D drawing
papers are the architects’ design environment.

Traditionally, architects draw perspective pictures to eval-
uate, refine or exhibit their designs. This is a time-consuming
task and not every architect is an expert on perspective draw-
ing. Even if the drawing comes from a skilled architect or
artist, the problem of perspective distortion typically oc-
curs in every hand-drawn picture. With the rapid advances
in computer-aided design, computer graphics, and human-
computer interaction techniques, more and more computer-
based systems have appeared in the field of architectural de-
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sign and modeling. These software products aim to extend
the architects’ ability to express, to communicate, and to ex-
periment, utilizing their creativity in a fuller extent.

There is little doubt that architectural design in the fu-
ture needs to seamlessly integrate the architects into the
digital modeling work-flow, the realization of such a goal
however presents many challenges. As nicely put in a state-
ment [Gre00] given by the “Technology for Education”
project, one such challenge lies in the early design stage:

“Although much progress has been made at the render-
ing stage, architectural modeling, particularly at the
early stages of design, represents one of the most dif-
ficult challenges for the interactive graphics software
industry. Currently, available architectural design soft-
ware is difficult to use at the preliminary design phase.
Most offerings are derived from two-dimensional draft-
ing systems requiring precise input. What is needed is
a ‘back-of-the-envelope’ environment, with the ability
to sketch, doodle, and erase, to proceed in an iterative,
non-linear fashion, and to perform these operations in
a full three-dimensional domain. Since design is an it-
erative process and it is frequently necessary to work
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(a) Sketching in 2D. (b) Assembly and extrusion. (c) Modification (colored polygons). (d) Final product.

Figure 1: A model of Master architect Frank Lloyd Wright’s “Fallingwater Villa” created by our prototype system. The figure
shows the work-flow of our system and illustrates the system functionalities of sketching, assembly, and modification.

conceptually in two dimensions as well as three, it is
important to be able to migrate freely from one domain
to another. It is just as important to be able to extract
plans, sections, and elevations from 3D sketches and
models, as it is the other way around.”

The above assessment has been echoed by other reseach-
ers, e.g., [CPC04, OSD06]. Most design studios nowadays
still use AutoCAD to finish 2D drawings and 3ds Max to
create 3D models. These industry standard software offer
powerful functions that can be used for architectural de-
sign, where precise geometric parameters serve to connect
the user with the digital models they create. Such a mode
of interaction has proven to be quite useful for accurate and
detailed designs. However the many parameters, which can
be rather complex to learn, memorize, and manipulate, are
rendering the system less suitable to use in the early design
stage, which is iterative, non-linear, and imprecise in nature.

The key point is that architects are not necessarily experts
in digital 3D modeling and the interaction and design func-
tionalities offered by the powerful general-purpose modeling
software do not conform to the traditional habits of an archi-
tect during conceptual design. As a result, in practice, archi-
tects commonly send 2D drawings to other artists or 3ds Max
operators to finish the 3D models. A great deal of resources
such as time, money, and human efforts can be consumed on
communication between the architects and the modelers and
in general, it is impossible for the latter to understand the
desires of the architects without discrepancy.

In this paper, we aim to address the issues outlined above
and propose a prototype sketch-based architectural design
system, with simplicity and design habits of the architects
in mind. We implement the migration between the 2D and
3D design domains via the notion ofdescriptive geometry
(Section3), a graphical technique allowing for the creation
of 3D virtual scenes on a 2D plane via the manipulation of
heights [Boo63]. Our entire system design philosophy is dic-
tated by what we refer to as thehuman behavior mode(Sec-
tion 3), which generally refers to our natural habit or ten-
dency of doing things. In the context of architectural design,
our goal is to aid an architect in the early design stage, the
stage ofscheme conceiving, consisting of sketching, com-

paring, adjusting, visualizing, rejecting, accepting, and com-
munication. Figure1 illustrates several aspects of our system
and shows a sophisticated model obtained with functionali-
ties implemented by the current prototype. Two accompany-
ing videos provide a more visual description of our system.
An existing system that is most similar to ours in both de-
sign philosophy and functionality is SESAME [OSD06], to
which we compare carefully in Section2. A summary of fea-
tures provided by our system is given below.

• A design canvas as easy to manipulate as a piece of paper
extendible to infinity and input interactions designed to
mimick the use of a pencil: Although the prototype sys-
tem still uses the mouse (no keyboard;only the mouse)
to provide input, our design has pen-based input devices,
e.g., for tablet PCs, in mind. Our goal is to provide the user
as close an experience when using our system as drawing
sketches on a piece of paper with a pencil.

• An integrated environment for scheme conceiving (thede-
sign mode) and model creation (thedraw mode):

– The design mode enables an architect to sketch out
conceptual designs in 2D, as if using a pencil. This
mode permits fuzziness and facilitates the modifica-
tion and comparison of multiple designs.

– The draw mode imitates the process of finalizing a
2D drawing by replacing fuzzy sketches with base ge-
ometric primitives; lines and Beziér curves are sup-
ported in the current prototype.

• 3D model generation from 2D drawings via extrusion and
easy switching between the two modes of visualization
via a single mouse click.

Instead of relying on a computer algorithm to “guess”
what an architect desires, e.g., as done in works on sketch
interpretation [JLA04] and 3D model reconstruction from
sketches [CPC04,ML05], where surprising or distracting re-
sults may hinder the design process, our system grants full
control to the architect so as to utilize his experience, cre-
ativity, and ability to balance the multiple aspects of archi-
tectural design. Such a process is made easy and intuitive via
our insistence to respect the human behavior mode.
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2. Related works

Relevant commercial computer-aided design (CAD) soft-
ware includeAutoCAD, 3ds Max, andSketchUp. AutoCAD
supports vector graphics drawing, using primitive such as
lines, polylines, circles, free-form curves, as the foundation
to construct more complex objects. It has been most fre-
quently used in the architectural design community, espe-
cially for 2D technical drawing. A “sketch” command is
provided, but its functionality is rather limited on recording
mouse cursor positions. 3ds Max is a full-featured 3D graph-
ics modeling system, which has strong modeling capabili-
ties and a flexible plug-in architecture. Mostly used by video
game developers, TV commercial studios, and architectural
visualization studios, 3ds Max provides powerful functions
such as polygon and NURBS modeling, but it dose not have
a sketch-based design mode. Google’s SketchUp [Goo] al-
lows non-experts to quickly come up with interesting archi-
tectural designs by utilizing a small tool set. A push/pull
tool, combined with intelligent pen-based drawing applica-
ble to any surface, enables the user to easily build and mod-
ify 3D models. However, there is no support for freehand
sketches.

In the academic community, sketch-based modeling and
interfaces have received a great deal of attention lately. Ava-
riety of tasks for which the use of sketches conforms to our
behavior mode have been considered, these include prod-
uct [CPC04,PLD∗04], animation control [Osh04,TBvdP04],
garment design [TCH04], and shape analysis such as seg-
mentation [YXN∗05], among others.

Most research on sketch-based geometric modeling fo-
cuses on free-form objects, e.g., in [CSSJ05,SWSJ05,Iga99]
and references provided therein. One of the earliest such
work wasTeddy[Iga99], which creates a closed 3D mesh
model from a 2D polygon by examining its chordal axis.
The ShapeShopof Schmidt et al. [SWSJ05] is a sketch-
based 3D modeling tool for creating procedural hierarchical
implicit volume models, also known as “BlobTrees”. Cher-
lin et al. [CSSJ05] provide a novel sketch-based system for
the interactive modeling of a variety of free-form 3D ob-
jects using just a few strokes. Other works include those
concerned with reconstruction of polyhedral objects from
sketches [KQW06, ML05]. These works all aim to provide
novel techniques to infer 3D models from sketched 2D out-
lines and character lines. The related sketch-based retrieval
problem has also been studied, e.g., by [FFJ04,YSvdP05].

More specific to architectural design, Company et
al. [CPC04] and Oh et al. [OSD06] both propose guidelines
for conceptual design. Tolba et al. [TDM99] implement their
application as a 2D drawing program that utilizes a projec-
tive representation of points. TheSmartpaperof Shesh and
Chen [SC04] has paid some attention to architecture design,
but they did not provide an efficient system to create 3D ar-
chitecture models based on architects’ design habits. The
sketch-based design method that is most similar to ours is

SESAME, due to Oh et al. [OSD06]. The following points
highlight the difference between the two systems:

• As architects conceive schemes on paper, sketches in our
system are always retained for reference purposes since a
great deal of information related to the design is contained
in them. Sketches are not only used to draw primitives,
more importantly, they are the track record and exhibi-
tion of originality. Conceptual schemes can be designed
on sketches and models simultaneously in our system.

• Interaction with our system is done completely through
the mouse and keyboard is totally abandoned. A single
mouse performs all the operations, including sketching,
drawing, modification, panning, zooming, mode switch-
ing. Past the prototype stage, we will map the mouse but-
tons to specific function keys on the stylus of a tablet PC.

• Unlike SESAME, the control panel of our system is not
designed to implement modeling operations. This keeps
the architects focused on the design itself without ever
needing to move their vision away from the design can-
vas. Thus, we do not need to tell the system what we wish
to draw by selecting a particular type of primitive from a
control panel, the system just “knows” our desires based
on the actions performed within the workspace.

3. Overview of system

Our overall design philosophy focuses on simplicity, e.g.,in
terms of interface design (e.g., so as to reduce mental load of
the user) and geometric modeling paradigm, as well as close
conformation to the traditional design habits of architects.

Descriptive geometry: Architects are trained to do archi-
tectural design via 2D projection drawings, using the meth-
ods ofdescriptive geometry. Descriptive Geometry was pro-
posed and consummated by Gaspard Monge (1746-1818). It
is a graphical technique used to create 3D virtual spaces on
a 2D plane. Generally, an undergraduate student majoring
in architecture will take on a descriptive geometry course
in his/her first or second year and this 2D-3D thinking and
drawing technique will be used in his/her entire design ca-
reer. To an architect, a basic 3D geometric model is created
by giving a height to a 2D polygon and then modifying it.
A complex model can be looked upon as a combination of
these solid geometric models which have been placed at ap-
propriate spatial positions with desired orientations. Thus
the process of creating architectural models is nothing but
confirming the shape of the base polygons and giving heights
to them, combined with appropriate modifications. Our sys-
tem conforms to this behavior mode of the architects exactly
by utilizing extrusionas the core 3D construction method.
Note that this is also the case for SESAME [OSD06].

Sketch-based conceptual design:One can roughly divide
an architectural design process into two stages,scheme con-
ceiving followed by technical drawing, and the more im-
portant one is the first as it is where creativity takes place.
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At this conceptual design stage, an architect draws numer-
ous sketches on tracing papers with a pencil, modify them,
and possibly discuss them with other architects. After the
thought of a scheme is clarified, the scheme is redrawn us-
ing base geometric primitives and then modeled in 3D for
visualization and additional modification. Such a design cy-
cle is implemented by our system in the same manner as
experienced by an architect.

Interaction and display modes: We only use the mouse
to perform design tasks. Two status:ACTION and DESIGN,
are possible. We can click the left button to switch be-
tweensketch anddraw modes underDESIGNstatus. An-
othermodify mode underDESIGN is automatically acti-
vated when any primitive has been selected. Right button
click is used to switch betweendesign and observe
modes under theACTION status. Other functions, such as
drawing sketches, line segments and curves, view port pan-
ning, zooming and rotation, element selection, element mod-
ification, extruding polygon to 3D objects, etc., can also be
done with just the mouse and we forego the details. A control
panel is available which is only used to select display modes,
e.g., object frame, triangle frame, opaque, translucent, trans-
parent, hide lines, etc. These would only be needed during
visualization of the models by the designer.

Design work-flow: A typical design starts with sketch draw-
ing on the infinite (virtual) design canvas undersketch
mode, corresponding to an architect conceptualizing his de-
sign with pencil and paper. The designer can extract useful
information from the sketches and begin to draw base lines
according to them. Our system can automatically recognize
line segments and curves and connect them into polylines.
Closed polylines can be converted into polygons. These
polygons are used to be extruded into 3D objects.

4. System description and algorithms

Our prototype system can capture, record, and display
sketches, perform line segment and cubic Beziér curve con-
struction from sketches, automatically connect lines to poly-
lines, construct closed ploy-lines to base polygons, and fi-
nally, extrude a base polygon to form a 3D object. The sys-
tem is coded using VC++ with OpenGL and the graphical
user interface is programmed under the latest GLUI.

4.1. Sketch capture, recording and displaying

When we press the left mouse button and move the pointer
under thesketch mode, discrete cursor track points on the
screen are captured. The Screen Coordinates System (SCS)
values are converted into World Coordinates System (WCS)
and are recorded. The corresponding continuous sketch is
displayed by drawing line segments between adjacent cap-
tured points. We call a continuous sketch astroke. Figure2
shows a stroke with red points illustrating captured screen
points.

Figure 2: A stroke is constructed by a continuous sketch.

Figure 3: (a) Line segment recognition: Blue rectangles il-
lustrate the test envelopes given by a user-defined threshold
(thickness of the envelope). The threshold can be automati-
cally adjusted based on stroke length. If all captured points
along the stroke fall inside the corresponding envelope, a
line segment is recognized. (b) Recognition of axis-aligned
line segments: When we want to draw an axis-aligned line
segment, it is hard to keep the stroke drawn absolutely hori-
zontal or vertical. With acceptable tolerance, a line closeto
being axis-aligned will be converted to one automatically.

4.2. Line segment recognition

When a stroke is captured, it is first tested whether it should
be treated as a (straight) line segment. A virtual line seg-
ment is first formed by connecting the start and end points
of the current stoke. Distances between each captured point
along the stroke and the virtual line segment are recorded
and tested against a user-defined threshold. If all distances
are within the threshold, the stroke is regarded as a line seg-
ment which is given by the already constructed virtual line
segment. The threshold value can be automatically adjusted
based on the length of the stroke so that a reasonable hand
move range can be tolerated. Figure3 (a) shows several rec-
ognized line segments.

In addition, when a recognized line segment makes a suffi-
ciently small angle with either the (world) horizontal or ver-
tical axis, it will automatically be treated as a horizontalor
vertical line segment, respectively. The reason for perform-
ing such a line transformation is that in architectural design,
lots of axis-aligned line segments will be drawn. However,
sketching out precisely axis-aligned lines is not easy with
either a mouse pointer or a stylus. This functionality allows
the construction of horizontal or vertical line segments with
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acceptable tolerance. Figure3 (b) shows a few recognized
axis-aligned line segments.

4.3. Cubic Beziér curve construction from sketch

If a stroke can not be recognized as a line segment, it will
be approximated by asinglecubic Beziér curve piece. Most
curves we draw in practical designs can be adequately ap-
proximated by a single cubic Beziér piece, since we do not
need too much bending in a curve. However, extensions to
use piecewise polynomial approximations would not be too
difficult, as it is a well-studied problem [Far98]

Given a sketched curve pieceC, we wish to find four con-
trol points p1, p2, p3, and p4 which define a cubic Beziér
curve that approximatesC. We choose the two end control
pointsp1 andp4 of the Beziér curve as the two end points of
C. To solve forp2 andp3, we only need to identify two dis-
tinct points along the Beziér curve along with the associated
parameter valuest2 andt3, 0< t2 < t3 < 1. We chooset2 and
t3 to be close to the 1/3 and 2/3 points along the curveC in
terms of arc length, which is approximated by chord length.
Once the four control points of the cubic Beziér curve are
computed, we render the curve via subdivision according to
the well known deCastljau algorithm [Far98].

4.4. Poly-line construction

We refer to a line strip as apoly-line. A closed poly-line is
a base polygon which can be used to create a 3D object by
giving a height, the thickness of the object, to it; this is the
extrusion process. A new line segment should be automat-
ically joined to a poly-line if its end points are sufficiently
close to other open end points present in the workspace. We
call this operation line segmentend point intersection detec-
tion and the threshold used is set by the user. When a new
line segment is added into the workspace, one or two end
point intersections may be found by it. In Figure4, new line
segments are shown in red covered with small blue blocks,
while open polylines are shown with green color and closed
polylines are shown in blue.

4.5. Modification functions

As described in the last section, line segments and polylines
(no matter closed or not) can be automatically constructed
along with the process of drawing sketches on the screen.
Besides this, many modification functions are implemented
in our prototype system through user interaction. Typically,
modification functions let users modify existing elements
(line segment, poly-line and 3D object, etc.) in a user-desired
manners. All the 2D poly-line construction functions de-
scribed in Section4.4can also be achieved by manipulating
existing elements. In the 3D workspace, modification func-
tions allow a designer to extrude polygons (closed polylines)

Figure 4: A new line segment finds one or two end point in-
tersections. (a) Line segment intersects with a line segment.
(b) Line segment intersects with a poly-line. (c) Line segment
intersects with two line segments. (d) Line segment intersects
with a line segments and a poly-line. (e) Line segment inter-
sects with two polylines. (f) Line segment intersects with a
poly-line and closes it.

into 3D objects. Users can also change the thickness or el-
evation of an object with simple and natural mouse move-
ments, e.g., dragging; see Figure7 for example.

4.6. Polygon triangulation and extrusion

When a poly-line is closed, it turns to be a base polygon.
Polygons in 2D are tessellated by the well known Delaunay
triangulation (see Figure6). After polygon triangulation, we
can finally extrude any polygon into a 3D object by specify-
ing a height for it; see Figure5(a).

5. Results

In this section, we provide a few visual results to illustrate
several aspects of our proposed system. We start with primi-
tive modeling using cubic Beziér curves. In practice, 3 subdi-
vision levels or beyond are typically sufficient for our curve
approximation tasks. When two cubic Bezier curve pieces
join, we sometimes wish to preserve a sharp feature. At other
times, we may want the curves to achieveC1 or G1 continu-
ity. These requirements are both easy to meet in our pro-
totype system by properly manipulating the Beziér control
points. Figure5 shows a few examples.

The Beziér curves and straight line segments obtained
in thedraw mode form closed polygons. Polygon vertices
along a curved boundary are obtained via curve subdivision;
straight line segments are not sub-sampled. In Figure6, we
show two examples of the Delaunay triangulations obtained
for polygons with curved or straight line boundaries.
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Figure 5: Connecting Beziér curves. (a) Preserve sharp fea-
tures at joints. (b) RetainC1 or G1 continuity at joints.

Figure 6: Delaunay triangulation of closed polygons.

While the 2D line or curve primitives can be modified in a
variety of ways, as illustrated in more details in the accompa-
nying video, our system also allows for modifications in 3D
workspace. For example, we can change the height/thickness
of an object by moving a selected polygon. To change the
elevation of an object, e.g., to create a roof, we can simply
select the entire object and move it vertically. These intuitive
modifications are depicted in Figure7.

Finally, a relatively simple imaginary architecture model
(created in less than 2 minutes) and the Fallingwater Villa,
designed using our system, are shown in Figure8 and 9.
Figure9 and 10 provide several different visualizations of
the Fallingwater villa, using the observation/display modes
available from the system.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we develop a prototype sketch-based sys-
tem tailored towards architectural design. Although the ge-
ometric modeling techniques used, e.g., for stroke captur-
ing, primitive editing, or 3D construction from 2D drawing
via extrusion, are quite standard, our proposed framework
distinguishes itself from existing systems with its simplic-
ity and close conformation to the design habits of architects.
Based on what we refer to as human behavior mode, the sys-
tem provides an integrated design/draw environments that
are seamlessly combined. Model design starts with freehand

Figure 7: Modification in 3D workspace. (a) Change thick-
ness of 3D object. (b) Change elevation of 3D object

Figure 8: An imaginary architecture, created in 2 minutes,
which can serve to evaluate a conceptual design.

Figure 9: Translucent effect of the Fallingwater Villa. This
display can help an architect control space in his design.
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Figure 10: Villa under different observation modes. (a)
When a model is created, we obtain the master plan of our
design at the same time. (b) and (c) show hidden-line views
from different angles. (c) and (d) show that we can compare
our model under hide-line and shaded-opaque displays.

sketches to facilitate initial conception and this is followed
by base polygon drawings and finally extrusion to generate
solid 3D models. Various simple modification functions are
implemented. For interaction, only the mouse is utilized and
every mouse button and any associated action can be mapped
to a function key on a stylus.

As a prototype, the system can certainly be enhanced with
more modeling capabilities including additional curve prim-
itives, the inclusion of user coordinates system (UCS) to al-
low for modification on arbitrary surfaces, and the use of
gesture operations, among others. These improvements are
also fairly standard and can be easily incorporated into our
system. We would also like to conduct evaluation of our sys-
tem, as done before in a similar setting [OSD05, OSD06],
with a focus on user experience. This will be performed with
the use of a tablet PC and a pen-based input device.
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